
Customised aluminium continuous and fixed Louvre Systems



With the increasing recognition of the need to provide innovative 

ideas and solutions to todays built environment, Aluminium 

Industries Architectural Systems introduces its extensive range of 

customised aluminium continuous and fixed Louvre Systems. 

Aluminium Industries is a growing company built on the 

commitment and dedication of our staff developed over a 

combined 150 years of experience in aluminium component 

manufacturing and design.

Sustainable Technology

Internal heat and light control in today’s architecture has become 

a focal point in determining the energy and cost efficiency of 

a project. The use of either continuos or fixed louvre systems 

has become an ideal way to achieve these targets. A versatile 

and practical shading solution, aluminium offers architects and 

engineers alike a product which displays the benefits of low 

weight, high strength, corrosion resistance, thermal conductivity, 

privacy, sound and shock absorption capabilities. These features 

coupled with aluminium’s capability to be fabricated to a custom 

design make it the leading choice for all architectural projects.

Visual Impact

Along with the proven environmental credentials that louvre 

systems offer, Aluminium Industries Architectural Systems 

recognises that the overall visual impact and design is a huge 

factor in determining the overall success of  a project. Whether 

your project might be for urban infrastructure, retail, corporate or 

domestic, we offer a product range which can compliment any 

need. From fixed elliptical through continuous rotating to square 

profile we’re sure you’ll find a product that suits your needs.

Innovative Design

Aluminium Industries Architectural Systems also offer a complete 

custom design service. If your project needs a louvre system with 

specific functionality and aesthetics, we offer a complete service 

from consultation through to fabrication. Our design service 

features onsite CAD and 3D prototyping capabilities. Whatever 

your need just talk to our experienced team of specialists and 

we’re sure we can provide you with a great result.

Combining our vast experience in aluminium fabrication and our 

growing reputation in the marketplace we can provide an ideal 

partnership with your architectural and engineering team. If your 

project requires external louvre systems, whether they be simple 

or complex, Aluminium Industries Architectural Systems provide 

you with not only a comprehensive range of products, but also 

the service levels and flexibility that you expect. 

 

Customised aluminium continuous and fixed Louvre Systems

For full technical information on our Louvre Systems range, please refer  

to our Architectural Systems Catalogue or call us on +61 3 9798 4433.

sustainable technology•	

low weight•	

high strength•	

corrosion resistance•	

thermal conductivity efficiency•	

privacy•	

sound and shock absorption capabilities•	

visual impact•	

great range•	

custom design service•	

3D prototyping•	

flexibility of service•	

experience•	
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